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Stereo vision deals with three dimensional information recovery from two different 
perspective views of a particular scene. Generally the problem of correspondence 
between two images and the reconstruction of surface is considered to be the most 
difficult tasks. 
This thesis describes an algorithm for the stereo correspondence problem . The left 
and right images obtained are pre-processed by the Laplacian of Gaussian and 
correlation between these two edge descriptions of the picture is performed. The 
result is used as an initial value in an iteration process which determines the 
disparity layers representation for the scene by a cooperative approach. Then a 
combination algorithm for the various disparity layers is performed to generate the 
final disparity surface. The oscillation (cooperative) algorithm bears great similarity 
to the Hopfield net which can be used as a minimum error classifiers. The result 
obtained by our algorithm is a full image array disparity map of the scene taken. 
Another alternative for the surface reconstmction is also implemented in the project 
which perform exhaustive iteration to minimize the surface smoothness objective 
function. 
Both approaches give satisfactory results on the testing images, including synthetic 
and natural one, and bear the same characteristics as being local in computation 
method. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
1.1 The problem 
Human can perceive the depth of a scene without much difficulty. The reason is that 
we are all equipped with two eyes which observe the scene from two different 
positions. This method of observing the scene is the most important way in which 
human capture range informations and is termed "stereo vision". Stereo vision has 
received a lot of attention by researchers for years. The reason may be the following 
:(i) It does not need any special equipment. This is one of the reasons why the study 
of stereo vision commenced earlier than that of other ranging methods such as using 
laser beams or ultrasound which is collectively called "active ranging" methods, (ii) 
Stereo vision worked in a variety of conditions. These conditions include those 
where active ranging methods cannot apply; for example, aerial cartography and 
terrain mapping. According to Shirai, there are basically two different approaches 
for stereo vision : (1) to understand the human binocular system, and (2) to find 
practical ways for range data acquisition. 
In the first approach, the goal is to understand the reconstruction of three 
dimensional surfaces from two dimensional images at the level of computational 
theories and algorithms. On the other hand, the second approach is to develop 
vision system in specific applications. 
To further elaborate the problem of stereo vision in human, we state the problem as 
follow. Although our world is a spatial one having three dimensions, what we see is 
actually the projection of light rays onto our retina by the objects in a scene; which 
in this case is a two dimensional representation. But we can accurately tell how 
much the depth is a particular object in the scene from us by looking at the object 
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only, without having to walk right to that object and measure the distance from us. 
Surely we have some sort of internal representations about the scene we are looking 
at and with some estimates of the distance of all the objects in the scene from us. It 
follows that some processes of three dimensional reconstruction is taking place 
inside our brain (eyes ？) so that we can act on correspondingly. Another view on the 
human visual system is that it is an information processor which can perform 
processing on some internal symbolic representations of visual information. The 
surface reconstruction process can be regarded as a computation of the symbols 
used to represent the visual information. Information about the three dimensional 
geometry of the visible surfaces of a scene is encoded in an image in a variety of 
ways[9，ll]. These includes motion, shadow, stereo etc. Vision research has reached 
the conclusion that the three dimensional geometry information can be decoded by 
independent processes. In other words, stereo vision is one of the processes that can 
provide three dimensional information of a scene to the entire human visual system. 
Stereopsis (stereo vision) is proved to be an early process by the random dot 
stereogram used by Julesz. Each stereogram is a collection of black and white dots, 
constructed in such a way that they represent two viewpoints of a set of surfaces in 
space. When the images are viewed stereoscopically, a series of squares is perceived 
as separate in depth from rest of the pattern, although each monocular image 
contains no cue to this effect. This implies that the surface reconstruction process is 
a low level process, or the so called "early process". 
A schematic of the basic stages of analysis involved in early visual processing is 
presented in fig. 1. The system consists of three stages of processing. The first stage 
transforms the images into a representation of the locations in an image at which 
there is a change in some physical property of the corresponding surfaces in the 
scene. The output representation is called the "Primal Sketch" by David Marr, and 
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constitute the primary source of information for all later stages of processing. Marr 
and Hildreth had also proposed the detector for this stage, which is the Laplacian of 
Gaussian. The next stage's function will be providing the surface information at 
those locations already detected by the previous stage. A number of modules of the 
visual system is responsible for the computation of surface shape at all the points in 
the image. These processes are assumed to be independent of each other. Stereopsis 
1 
is one of these processes and just as what the others do, produce a "raw 2-D sketch" 
，which consists of explicit surface information about the scene at those locations 
demarked in the Primal sketch. The final stage will produce a full sketch, the 
representation of the shapes of the visible surfaces by interpolation of the 
information from the previous stage. In this project, we try to explore the possibilties 
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Fig. 1.1 Btunan early visual processing This diagram shows 
the different stages of human eaiiy visual processing system. 
The images are transfomi into a primal sketch first which 
consists of descriptions at locations where image iiradience 
changes rapidly. The sketch is then processed by stereo or 
motion interpretation to obtain a raw 2 1/2-D sketch at those 
locations; and finally a full 2 1/2-D sketch which contains 
full description of all locations in the scene is obtained by 
interpolatioiL 
(Brtxact from Qimson “ From images to surfaces" MTT Press 81) 
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1.1.1 The Correspondence problem 
It is a common experience that if an object is viewed from two different directions, 
the object will appear to be in different positions to the observer. In the later 
chapter, we will have a thorough discussion on this topic. At the current moment, 
the readers are only need to know this fact since it is suffice for us to take the 
assumption that the difference in position is due to the geometric setup and the 
distance of the object from the viewer. The distance from the object to the viewer is 
what we call the "depth". It then follows that we can obtain the depth information by 
locating the difference in position of any particular point and use it as the input to a 
formula which relate the geometric setup and depth. Everything would then be clear 
and the problem seems to be easy. But if we dive into the details, we would find 
much difficulties. The problem is analyzed as follows. Firstly considering that we 
segment all the objects in the scene and estimate the difference in positions in the 
two scene, which is usually termed "disparity". The depth of each objects can then 
be obtained. However if the object is a big one or has many surfaces on it, then we 
cannot be told about the depth of a particular point on the object. As we have stated 
that stereopsis is a low level process, one then would turn almost immediately to the 
process of identifying the corresponding points in one scene to the other. The final 
result is that one would find himself or herself in a huge maze of possibilities. The 
point is that in an image, there are enormous points in it with the same attributes 
and almost identical value in these attributes; comparisons between each other 
without enough a priori information is almost impossible. This fact can best be 
illustrated by the false target problem as in fig.2 below. Which dot should match 
with another dot in another view should originally generate 16 possibilities. Human 
p.5 
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on the other hand can unambiguously identify the correct matches among these 
possibilities. 
o f ) 〇 〇 o o c y o 
R1 R2 R3 R4 LI L2 L3 L4 
Fig. 1.2 The false targets problem. LI to L4, R1 to R4 are the views of a 
particular scene. All four points in one view could be a match to 
projections in the other views. Actually only those filled circles 
are perceived. 
(Extract from Grimson "From images to surfaces", MIT Press 81) 
1.1.2 The problem of surface reconstruction 
With reference to the architecture of early visual system proposed by Marr (fig. 1 of 
P.4)，at the final stage of early vision processing, the system is required to construct a 
1 
complete 2-D sketch of the scene. This means that one has to develop some 
representation for the surfaces in the scene. Human can almost effortlessly 
communicate and understand a wide variety of shapes. However, finding a useful 
and general method for machine representation of shape, which is also a goal of 
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stereo vision, has proven to be a non trivial problem. Methods that use numerical 
specifications are usually limited in generality. They have enormous amounts of 
precision but are commonly restricted to a specific domain.[5 
Added to this problem is the algorithm in reconstructing the surface. From the 
approach of an understanding towards human binocular system, one should 
determine the implicit assumptions used by the visual system to perform the 
computation. The constraints on the surface reconstmction algorithm is the 
requirement of biological feasibility, and are important if one is to describe a model 
of the human system.[ll] The following is an extract from [9]: 
# # # # # # # # # # # 
"Parallelism 
The need to process large amounts of input data in short amounts of time implies 
the use of computations that can be implemented in a parallel manner, using a large 
number of interconnected processors. 
Local support 
If the number of processors involved in the computation is large, it becomes 
infeasible to connect each one to all of the others. Rather, there should only be local 
connections between the processors. Here, "local" means not only that the number 
of connections be small, but also that since the information being processed has a 
two-dimensional plane as an underlying coordinate system, the connections should 
also be local in a spatial sense. If the support of a function, defined on a two-
dimensional grid, is the set of points on the grid that contribute in a nontrivial 
manner to the computation of the function, then our requirement is that the 




One final consideration, though not as critical as the first two, concerns the 
uniformity of the processors. If it is possible, an algorithm that utilizes parallel 
networks of identical processors will be favored over other algorithms. Such a 
requirement is not crucial, however." 
# # # # # # # # # # # 
Though the above assumptions on the algorithm are restrictions on the development 
of the algorithm, they do give the hints on the selection of suitable algorithms. 
1.2 Our goal 
After a discussion on the problem of stereo vision and its related topics, we turn our 
attention to the goals in this project. In our project, the preliminary goal is to 
explore a massively distributed processing model to solve both the correspondence 
and surface reconstruction problem. The algorithm should have the nature we 
stated above and is expected to be modelled after the human visual system since we 
believed that the best approach of solving a problem is to study those system which 
bear great similarity to the problem in hand. Human eyes can obtain a description 
of a scene in a relatively short period of time in comparison with those most 
advanced vision research method. Moreover, many previous research have been 
done in this area and in view of our being starting point in this field, it is also our 
hope to develop a good environment as well as background knowledge for those 
who intended to continue the research in this area at our university. 
1.3 Previous work 
The most obvious approach to stereo matching is to choose intensity patches in one 
image and then to search for the best matching location in the other image, called 
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"correlation", typically using normalized cross-correlation as a measure of 
dissimilarity. This general approach suffers from some difficult problems. 
1. The size of the patches affects the likelihood of false matches. A patch must 
be large enough to contain the information necessary to specify another patch 
unambiguously; or, failing this, some additional means of disambiguating false 
matches must be used. 
2. At the same time, the patches must be small compared to the variation in the 
disparity map. If the patches are too large the system will be insensitive to 
significant relief in the scene. These problems have motivated the use of scale 
hierarchies. 
3. In typical images much of the area consists of uniform or slowly varying 
intensity, and correlation will not be sensitive in such cases. In practice, a correlation 
method can provide only a relatively sparse set of correspondences, from which a 
dense map must then be interpolated. 
Another approach is to attempt matching only on information-rich points. Even in 
correlation methods, an interest operator is often used to screen patches. The 
feature-matching approach seeks to establish correspondences directly between 
discrete sets of points- typically, the output of an edge detector, such as zero-
crossing contours. This approach suffers from similar difficulties[4]: 
1. The support of the feature detector affects the likelihood of false matches. 
Zero-crossings from high frequency bands will probably have many ambiguous 
matches for significant ranges of disparity. 
2. The support of the feature detector must be small compared to the variation 
in the disparity map (caused by relief in the scene) if the 2D features are to locate 
3D features accurately. 
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3. Feature matching provides sparse matches by definition. 
Usually the feature-based approach is used since it has the following advantages: 
(i) Feature-based stereo is faster than area-based, 
(ii) Matching is less sensitive to photometric variations of imaging systems, since 
features represent properties of a scene, 
(iii) Matching pairs are found only if features are extracted in both images. 
In order to fadlitate the matching of feature points between two images, a number 
of constraints is imposed on both the algorithm and the assumptions on the natural 
objects. In the following discussions, we will concentrate on some constraints used 
by most previous works. 
1.3.1 Constraints on matching 
A main problem in stereo analysis is to detect disparities over a large range of 
values. To reduce the search space it is commonly assumed that the epipolar line 
geometry[3] is known. This knowledge reduce the search space to a line segment. 
We will have a more thorough discussion on this topic in a later chapter. To further 
reduce the number of candidate matches to a given feature point, a number of 
algorithms have used a coarse-to-fine strategy. 
The motivation behind the coarse to fine strategy[32] is that disparity varies 
smoothly. It is then perfectly reasonable that one can detect the image features at a 
rough scale and use the result to predict the disparity value in the next turn, which is 
a finer analysis of the same image. In other words, the features are detected at a set 
of resolution levels as the zero-crossings of the convolution of the images with the 
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Laplacian of Gaussian. Laplacian of Gaussian is a zero-crossing detector which can 
be adjusted to detect different kinds of features i.e. at different resolution level, by 
adjusting some parameters. A elaboration of the detector is available at chapter 2. 
For larger values of the variance of the Gaussian few feature points are detected, 
and the correspondence problem more easily solved. It follows that using this coarse 
to fine method, one could reduce the search space at the coarse scale and made 
predictions in the fine scale more accurate and thus speed up the search. 
Moreover, at the previous discussion about the matching strategy, it has been stated 
that almost all approaches used the feature points as the starting point in the 
algorithm. It is obvious that more information can be extracted from the feature 
which in turn can aid the disambiguation process. In [9]，two attributes are added to 
the comparison process. The first attribute is the contrast sign. The contrast sign is 
computed by scanning from left to right and recorded whether the sign of the zero-
crossing changes from negative to positive or vice versa. The other information is 
the local orientation of the zero-crossing which is found by calculating the gradient 
of the convolution value across the zero-crossing and taking the orientation of the 
projection of the gradient onto the image. 
A method to select a match between a set of candidates is to require that the final 
set of selected correspondences is consistent with a model of the surface in the 
scene. This constraint, or the so called "smoothness" constraint is expressing the fact 
that natural scene is composed of coherent objects, and that the surfaces are most of 
the time smooth except when across the boundaries of the objects. In the approach 
of [9,11], the disparity sign (the sign of deviation of disparity from the prediction) is 
maintained in those matches which are unambiguously determined. If some 
ambiguous matches are detected, the conflict is resolved by referring back to the 
local majority disparity sign, which is the so called "pulling effect". In the work of 
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Mayhew and Frisby, they developed a constraint called Tigural continuity", in which 
smoothness of disparity is enforced along contours formed by the feature edge 
points. In [16] and [7], the assumption on disparity smoothness is implemented by 
fitting planar surface patches locally to the measurements. In [7] the fit is made for a 
set of offset values. Candidate matches indicating a disparity gradient larger than 
1.0, or deviating more than three times the residual of the fit are regarded as 
outliers and eliminated. A new fit is made and the process iterated up to three 
times. Finally the disparity offset with the minimum residual value is accepted. In 
16], a Hough transformation with a limited parameter resolution is used to avoid 
outliers from contributing to the fits. This is done for a set of windows of increasing 
size. The largest window giving a good fit is chosen.The fit is used as an initial 
estimation of the disparity surface. 
In most methods the assumption on uniqueness of the correspondences is used. This 
constraint is that a left (right) image point can, at most, correspond to a single 
right(left) image point. In [16], this assumption is implemented by solving the 
correspondence problem from left to right as well as from right to left, and by 
accepting only the correspondences that are consistent. 
1.3.2 Interpolation of disparity surfaces 
As we have discussed previously about the various shortcomings of feature-based 
stereo vision , usually interpolation is needed to obtain a dense map of disparity. In 
16] planar and quadratic surfaces patches are fitted to the measurements. These 
surfaces are smooth because they are of low order. This follows from the 
smoothness constraint that we have stated in the above section. The depth of a point 
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located at (x,y) according to the planar and quadratic models, Zp(x,y) and Zq(x,y) 
respectively, is given by, 
Zp(x,y) = ape + biy + ci (1.1) 
and 
Zq(x，y) = a2x2 + b2y^ + C2xy + d2X + e2y + f2 (1.2) 
These models can approximate any continuous surfaces, if the regions or patches of 
approximation are small enough. 
Another approach used by [9] follows from the concept of calculus of variations. In 
this method, the disparity surface is found by minimizing a functional (d) which 
embeds the measure of smoothness and closeness of the reconstructed values to the 
measured disparity value, 
否(d) = J J F(x, y, d，dx，dy, dxx, dxy, dyy) dxdy + ^ |d-cp (1.3) 
M 
In the above function, M is the set of established correspondences, which is obtained 
from the second stage of human visual system of Marr's model, c and d are 
measured and reconstructed disparity values. The subscripts indicate the partial 
differentiation with respect to the subscript's axis. In [9], F is chosen to be d^xx + 
2d^xy + d^yy. This choice contains the inherent requirement for the functional to be 
convergent and guarantee uniqueness and rotational symmetry of F. Discontinuities 
of the disparity values in the scene is not taken into account and thus is interpolated 
smoothly. 
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Chapter 2 Preprocessing of the images 
2.1 Which operator to use ？ 
As we have stated earlier that changes in irradiance correspond to changes in the 
physical properties in a surface, we now seek a method to detect such changes in 
irradiance. We called the image points which have sharp changes in irradiance a 
"feature point" since it represents a feature of the image. One of the most important 
image features in vision is the "edge". Edge points are detected in two steps : an edge 
operator is applied to every pixel to evaluate its likelihood as an edge point, then 
edge points are determined on the basis of output values of the operator. 
In our project, various operators have been tried and evaluated. Edge operators such 
as directional zero-crossing and Laplacian of Gaussian have been used on synthetic 
as well as natural images. 
2.2 Directional zero-crossing 
Edges in an image can be usually found by a convolution operator. Edges are located 
at positions in the image where a change in sign of second difference in intensity 
occurs. A particular operator used for full resolutions analysis being 1 by 7 pixels in 
size (see fig. 2.1 )，it measures the directional first difference in intensity at each pixel. 
Second difference are computed from these, and changes in sign of these second 
differences are used to interpolate zero-crossings, i.e. peaks in first difference. The 
operator processed left to right (horizontally) and top to bottom (vertically) in two 
separately passes over the images, looking in each pass for zero-crossings above a 
Preprocessing of the images 
threshold. The left to right scan uses the horizontal component of this operator (7x1) 
and the top to bottom scan uses the vertical component (1x7). This operator works in 
both horizontal and vertical direction to find edges whose gradients above a threshold 










Fig. 2.1 directional zero-crossing detector 
The operator size used is 1x7 rather than 1x3 or 1x5 because 1x7 operator could 
produce more finer and continuous edge pictures. Moreover, by using various 
threshold value, coarse to fine edges can also be found. Fig. 2.3 shows the edges 
. found in the image of fig. 2.2 with this operator. 
• • 一 - r^ 一 - - - 一 _ - -r-I • 一 • 
镜 点 W ) ：^ ：卞• 
- - - Li ^ " V T 
Fig. 2.2 Test image for directional zero-crossings. 
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Fig. 2.3 Result after directional zero-crossing detection 
2.3 Laplacian of Gaussian 
The principle of the zero-crossing method is, instead of finding maxima of a profile, 
detecting the zero-crossings of the differentiated profile. Consider an irradiance 
profile as shown below. A sharp change in the irradiance gives rises to an extremum 
in the first derivative and a zero-crossing in a second directional derivative. 
P.16 





One dimensional representation of image profile and its corresponding 
differentitaed profiles. 
(a) shows a step change in intensity and (b) shows its first derivative with maximum 
point, (c) shows the sencond derivative which have have the maximum point of first 
derivative as its zero-crossing. 
Thus, to extract the symbolic descriptions of the image necessary for stereo matching, 
one should isolate the locations corresponding to a zero-crossing in a second 
directional derivative. However, Marr and Hildreth[15] have proposed that the best 
operation was to apply the Gaussian operator to the original image for smoothing, 
and then apply the Laplacian operator. 
Ga(x,y) * E(x，y) (2.1) 
where the Gaussian is given by 
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G ( x ， y ) = 》 f ^ ) (2.2) 
and E is the image irradiance function, E(x，y) denoting the irradiance value 
associated with location (x，y) in the image and cr is the standard deviation. 
2.3.1 Theoretical background of the Laplacian of Gaussian 
The total operation applied to the original image f(x,y) is formulated as : 
；)2 ；)2 CO 
•2G(x，y) * f(x,y) = ( 、 + f f G(x-f,y-7? )f(^Mdv (2.3) 
-oo 
= <(|^+#)G(x，y)|*f(x，y) 
The total operator V2G is given by the following formula : 
。 r2_2o- 2 -r2 
= (2.4) 
where r = (x2 + y^)^ 
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This is a rotational symmetric function, with one free parameter a, which determines 
the spatial size of the function. Fig. 2.5 shows the cross section of the operator. Note 
that the diameter of its negative circle in the figure is given by : 





Fig. 2.5 Cross section of Laplacian of Gaussian 
The result of applying this operator at various size to the images is called the primal 
sketch [9]. The characteristics of the operator in the frequency domain can be 
obtained by applying the two dimensional Fourier transformation to Eq. (2.3): 
F{[v2G(x,y)]*/(x,y)} 二 F{v2G(x,y)}F{/(x,y)} (2.6) 
The first term of the right hand side is given as: 
‘ 、 
F{v2G(x,y)} = Q — ) 二 -(u^ + v^)exp _ " ( 《 +内 
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r 
=-⑴2 exp - “ (2.7) 
where ⑴2 二 + yl. pig. 2.6 shows -QO). From the figure, we can conclude that the 
operator can be regarded as a band pass filter with center frequency o) = ^ / a . 
Thus, the zero-crossing detector is sensitive to a particular range of frequencies which 
• is being controlled by size of a. Another point of view is that the operator is 
equivalent to a low-pass filter having a Gaussian impulse response followed by a 
Laplacian operator. The low-pass filter serves to attenuate the noise sensitivity of the 
Laplacian. The parameter a controls the amplitude response of the filter output but 
does not affect the locations of the zero-crossing. 
• 
0.8 - 赢 
• / • \ 
0.6 - I 
〒 。 . 4 - / \ 
1 、 V 
I V 
2 1 1 1 • 0 1 2 3 w 
Fig. 2.6 The Fourier transform of^^G 
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Thus, we can locate changes in irradiance by detecting zero-crossings in the output of 
the image convolved with a Laplacian operator, (that is, we seek points (xqjo) such 
that f(xo，yo，0") = 0). 
Consequently, we choose the Laplacian of Gaussian due to the following reasons : 
(1) Laplacian of Gaussian is a band limited signal and by controlling the width of the 
Gaussian kernel, we can obtained zero crossings of different resolution so that a 
coarse to fine analysis can be performed. 
(2) Laplacian of Gaussian can detect the zero crossings in the image without being 
enhanced the high frequency component (noise) of the image, (a point which 
make LoG superior than directional zero crossing) 
2.3.2 Implementation of the operator 
In our implementation, the test images are all 128 by 128 pixels in size with total 256 
grey levels descriptions for each pixel. The images for testing of the algorithm come 
from two sources. The first is that generated by program (synthetic) and the others 
come from a natural scene which is captured by the image Grabber run on IBM PC. 
The synthetic images are generated by a program which created the displacement of a 
particular surface to the right and so achieve the stereo effects. 
mm ^ ^ 
Fig. 2.7 a) A random dot image , , ^ . 
b) Detected zero-crossing 
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Fig. 2.8 A natural scene of a small cable reel. 
t l • 
a) image b)Detected zero-crossing by a = 1.5 
a)Left view of a camera cover on table (with some coins stacked it up) 
• • 
c)Edge description by coarse Gaussian d) Edge description by fine Gaussian 
filter 
Concluding remarks 
Edge points are information rich points in an image. In order to extract them, one 
has to use some edge operators to locate their positions. Two different operators can 
be used for this purpose, namely directional zero-crossing and Laplacian of a 
Gaussian. The Laplacian of Gaussian is used in view of its' non-directional 
characteristics and the ability to detect at different resolution. 
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3.1 Geometrical constraint 
In this section, we will first consider the geometrical constraint of pictures obtained 
by a stereo setup and examine its effect on our algorithm. The geometry of the 
sensors is shown in fig. 3.1. There are two coordinate frames associated with the two 
cameras. The z-axis is the optical axis and the image plane is parallel to the xy-plane 
at a distance f= 1 from the origin. The right frame differs from the left frame by a 
rigid transform which is composed of a rotation of angle 小 about the common y-axis 
and a translation of vector 0 0 ' (the sensor's baseline). This transform can be 
represented by a four by four matrix, A (homogeneous coordinates): 
cos </) 0 siiK/) bx 
0 1 0 by 
A = 
-sin (j) 0 cos 4> b^ 
0 0 0 1 
、 乂 
(3.1) 
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Fig. 3.1 Geometrical set up for the stereo sensors 
Consider r as a point P in the scene and let X，Y，Z be its left-frame coordinates. 
Similarly, X，，Y，，Z，are its corresponding coordinates in the right frame. The two sets 
of coordinates are related by the formula : 
X，1 f X 
Y， Y 
\ \ (3.2) 
1 1 V. J V J 
P projects onto the left image plane at p with coordinates x = X/Z, y = Y/Z，and z= 1. 
Similarly, it projects onto the right image plane at p，with coordinates x，= X'/Z', y，= 
Y'/Z', and z，= l. By replacing X,，Y，，and Z，by their expressions given by (3.2) and 
noticing that X = xZ and Y 二 yZ，we obtain the position of p，as a function of x, y, Z, 
and the sensor's parameters </>, b^, b^ ： 
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Z(x cos (j) + sin (j)) + bx 
X，二 
Z( cos - X sin (j>) + bz 
and 
寸 = ^ (3.3) 
】 Z(cos (/> - X sin </)) 4- bz 
So we have derived the general formula relating the stereo sensor (camera)，s 
geometrical parameters and the distance of any point in the scene to its image 
coordinates. In the above set up, we assume that the two camera is aligned by a 
vertical distance by and a horizontal distance bx apart with a translation in the 
direction of optical axis of distance bz. However, with the simple assumption of 
careful calibration of camera , we can take b^ = 0, by = 0 and 小二 0; this correspond 
to the case of parallel image planes. Thus any point in one image has its 
corresponding point in another image plane at the same horizontal line with the 
following coordinates : 
， bx 
X … 
y，= y (3.4) 
where x，，y，is the right image coordinates and x,y is the left image plane coordinates. 
A direct interpretation for this result is that the right image point lies in a horizontal 
line at a distance of bx/Z from its left image correspondence. This horizontal line is 
termed an 'epipolar line，[3]. Under this restriction, the problem of combinatorial 
explosion of matching between points in the left and right image can be reduced from 
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two dimension to a one dimensional one[3]. As a conclusion, in order to search for a 
correspondence for a particular point in the left image, one just has to locate points 
on the epipolar line of that particular point. 
3.2 Basic idea of disparity layer 
Idea of a series of disparity layers, each of which is finely tuned to a particular 
disparity value, is not new. Many previous cooperative models of human stereo 
system have proposed the possibility of the above approach. In our project, the layers 
approach is used as a tool to explore the power of massively distributed processing on 
the problem of stereo vision. As previous section has mentioned, a search for possible 
match of a point of the left image in the right image can be restricted to one 
dimension when careful calibration has been taken before image taking. These one 
dimensional possibilities can be formulated as a series of points in different layers 
where each layers represented different disparity value. 
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Fig.3.2 Relations between the left/right images and disparity layers 
Thus the problem of correspondence is broken down into simultaneous testing for the 
multiple possibilities in different layers then. Each candidate match for a particular 
point in the image is determined by testing its corresponding point in the right image 
and write the result into a cell in the corresponding disparity layer. This is equivalent 
to testing hypothesis simultaneously in a form of various layers whereas each layer 
represents a possible hypothesis. In fact, the nature of the stereo correspondence 
problem suited this kind of construction (since each hypothesis can be tested 
individually without having to consider the influence from others). 
Within each layer, there are n x n cells, which is the size of the left or the right image. 
Each disparity cell in a disparity layer can only have a value of l(fire) or O(not fire).In 
a layer, say k, all the possible combinations from left and right images with disparity k 
is grouped together. In this layer, a cell's value represent the likelihood of a point in 
the left image (at same position) matches with a point in right image( at a distance k 
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along the epipolar line from same position in left image) i.e. disparity k. In our model, 
there are a number of N layers in our construction to represent the range of disparity 
our system can detect. In our present approach, N is set to 50 to accommodate the 
effect of different fixation on the disparity result obtained. 
3.3 Consideration In matching 
In considering the matching between two points in respective left and right image, 
factors should be chosen to find the exact relationships between the two points 
/ 
(disambiguation). The factors should reflect the properties of the point in examined 
and these properties should be able to uniquely distinguished a point from the other. 
However, in examining a picture of a natural scene, one would almost immediately 
find that these factors are difficult to determine since low level features of a point is 
almost only having little difference in considering a point and its neighbor. In saying 
that low level features, we are talking about the features such as intensity, color etc. 
In order to make the way for the comparison process so that simple comparison 
criteria (since we are working on simple processors in large quantity) can be applied 
to the points in considered, we choose to only match the feature points of zero-
crossing only in this stage. 
Another factor which can also be considered is the intensity of a point. But however 
in considering matching by intensity, one should use only the intensity profile of a 
window about a point i.e. the similarity measures of a point. Intensity at a point 
should not be used as a measure to find the correspondence in a picture. One can 
easily get this idea by looking at the following plots which is obtained by applying our 
disparity layer approach to the synthetic images of fig. 2.7 (of p. 21) which consists of 
three layers with different height. Since the images are synthetic ones, so comparing 
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one point with another by intensity will surely lead to good results. But observing that 
unreliable results will be obtained by just setting the intensity threshold only a small 
value, we can conclude that intensity is not a good measure for the matching of the 
feature points. Moreover, it is difficult to obtain an optimum threshold value for 
comparison in a natural scene since the intensity range is large in a natural pictures. 
Finally, due to different viewing angle of a stereo set up, the two images obtained will 
unavoidably have different gray level at point which correspond to same location in 
the scene. 
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Fig. 3.3a Number of mismatch against intensity threshold for disparity layer 0 at 
fine resolution 
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Fig. 3.3b Plot of number of mismatch，s relationship with intensity threshold at 
fine resolution at disparity layer 2 
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Plot of mismatch vs intensity threshold for disparity layer 4 
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Fig. 3.3c Number of mismatch against intensity threshold for disparity layer 4 at 
fine resolution 
Plot ol mismatch vs intensity threshold for disparity layer 6 
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Fig. 3.3d Plot of number of mismatch，s relationship with intensity threshold at 
fine resolution at disparity layer 6 
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Plot of m i s m a t c h vs in tens i ty th resho ld for d ispar i t y layer 0 
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Fig. 3.4a Plot of number of mismatch，s relationship with intensity threshold at 
coarse resolution at disparity layer 0 for the wedding cake random dot 
stereogram 
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Fig. 3.4b Plot of number of mismatch，s relationship with intensity threshold at 
coarse resolution at disparity layer 2 
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Fig. 3.4c Plot of number of mismatch，s relationship with intensity threshold at 
coarse resolution at disparity layer 4 
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Fig. 3.4d Number of mismatch against intensity threshold for disparity layer 6 at 
coarse resolution for the wedding cake random dot stereogram 
Although intensity seems to be not a good indicator in determining the 
correspondence of feature points, there are also other low level features which can be 
used as a measure for similarity; one of them is the contrast, or the direction of zero-
crossings. As we have previously stated, zero-crossing detection is deal with the 
change in trend of intensity, so there are at least two kinds of zero-crossing : the first 
is from negative slope to positive slope and the other is vice versa( or increasing and 
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decreasing value in second derivative). We can use this attribute to distinguish 
between zero-crossings in an image. According to Marr[9], a zero-crossing L in the 
left image with a corresponding zero-crossing R in the right image, the probaMity of 
finding another zero-crossing of the same sign within | image elements of R is less 
than 0.05. So if we want to search for a match for a particular zero-crossing, it is likely 
vv 
that we'll get a correct match for points which have disparity range below The 
behavior of our algorithm on the various attributes is tested with the random dot 
image of previous section(fig. 2.7 ofp.21) and the result is plotted as below. 
Matching using edge attribute 
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Fig. 3.5 Plot of behavior of matching using only edge attribute 
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matching using edge, horizontal contrast sign 
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Fig. 3.6 Plot of matching using edge and horizontal contrast sign. 
matching using edge and vertical contrast sign 
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Fig. 3.7 Plot of result of matching using edge and vertical contrast sign 
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Matching using edge, horizontal & vertical contrast sign 
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Fig. 3.8 Plot of matching using the following attributes : edge, vertical and 
horizontal contrast sign. 
We use the random dot stereogram as an experiment tool to test the validity of the 
matching algorithm simply because of its relevance as a tool in examining principles 
of operation of human visual system since Julesz. From the above data, we can get 
the following conclusions : 
(i) Matching using only edge attribute can get all the required match but at the same 
time also collect the wrong matches. This weakness becomes more significant at 
larger disparity values ( see fig. 3.5, where a number around 2500 bad matches 
compare with the actual value below 100 at disparity 6) . It implies that matching 
based on solely edge attribute is not reliable and more constraint should be added 
to the comparison process. 
(ii) In the following experiments, we add two constraints separately, namely the 
vertical contrast sign and horizontal one. Firstly, we examined the effect of the 
two constraints separately and finally added the two constraints together. In the 
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experiments concerning only horizontal or vertical contrast sign, improvements on 
bad matches can be readily seen from a reduction of bad match from 2500 to 
around 400 (fig. 3.6, 3.7). On the other hand, there is a quite a number of missed 
matches in both experiments (horizontal sign or vertical sign only) , this is the 
consequence of the following : (a) Owing to the method of detection of zero-
crossing, each attribute can thus only extract a portion of the zero-crossings from 
the image. Remember that the procedure for extraction of zero-crossing is for 
each cell, we examine the neighborhood and see whether any change in sign 
occur; in this case, the neighborhood of the cell is divided into two dimensions : 
vertical and horizontal. Comparison based on only one constraint will ignore the 
contribution of matches from the other constraint and thus lead to the missed 
matches, (b) According to the construction of the images, the number of matches 
should be the result of using edge attribute alone, i.e. 4500 for disparity 0; 1000 for 
disparity 2; around 250 for disparity 4; 100 for disparity 6. But in examining the 
result from vertical or horizontal sign alone, we can see that there are some cells 
having both attributes at the same time (comparing the matched cell at disparity 0 
with only vertical sign having a value around 3000 and those with only horizontal 
sign giving 2500，the total is 5000 approximately; but the total match value is 
around 4500 in this image), 
(iii) In the final experiment, we set the comparison constraint to be having same 
properties as zero-crossing, both having the same direction of contrast. The results 
are as shown above. From the plot we can get the following conclusion : (a) The 
required match is very closed to the expected value, indicating the validity of our 
algorithm, (b) The number of bad matches is reduced to a certain amount which 
depends on the disparity values detected. It can be seen that the number of bad 
match is smaller at disparity 0 and 2 than that of larger value, (c) The number of 
bad match in comparison to the good match is not significant in small disparity 
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value but is unacceptably large in higher disparity values(a direct consequence of 
Man's principle of 95% of correct matches for matching within w j l interval 
where w is the width of LoG kernel), as a result, we have to devise for a procedure 
to further eliminate these bad matches to an acceptable amount. In fact, one of 
the possible method is that adding more constraints to the comparison process 
such as the orientation of the zero-crossing segments. But in this project, we 
choose another kind of technique which will be discuss in the next chapter. 
3.4 effect of vertical misalignment of sensors 
So far we have only consider the stereo vision problem in the case of parallel image 
plane with the two cameras set at the same horizontal coordinates. In fact, it is usually 
difficult to obtain such an environment, so we attempt to relax the epipolar constraint 
to an extent such that a small vertical misalignment in the camera is allowed. In the 
above, the vertical misalignment is assumed to be just around several pixels' distance。 
From section 3.1, we've found that under an assumption of the right frame being 
differs from the left frame by a rigid transform which is composed of a rotation of 
angle 小 about the common y-axis and a translation of vector OO，(the sensor's 
baseline), the image coordinates (x，y) and (x，’y，）are given by the relation 
Z(x cos </) + sin (j>) + bx — ————-^^―———— 
Z( cos 0 — X sin </)) + bz 
and 
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y, 二 —— （3.5) 
Z(cos </) - X sin </)) + bz 
In the above relations, if we set <!>, b^ to be zero，we obtain the expressions below : 
， bx 
x，=x + i 
and 
by 
y，二 y + (3.6) 
Since by is a constant in our set up whereas Z is a variable which describes the 
objective distance from the point to the camera, consequently we can visualize the 
situation as by being scaled down due to the fact that Z won't be smaller than one 
pixeFs distance. Actually if we assumed that the scene taken is not a close-up of an 
object (which is usually the case), this shift in distance of points in vertical coordinates 
is "compressed" to only one to three pixels according to the images we've taken in our 
experiment. Thus in our implementation, an allowance of one to three pixels is 
allowed. 
Then it comes to the question that how to adjust our disparity layers approach to 
accommodate this change in formulation of the problem. In the previous section, we 
have stated that searching for correspondence is reduced by the epipolar constraint 
into a one dimensional matching process. But now owing to the incorporation of the 
vertical misalignment of sensors, we have to added the possibilities according to the 
equation above. The modification is straight forward : adding more layers for the 
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same disparity to represent the possible outcome of vertical separation of the sensors. 
Consequently we have the final approach of a two dimensional construction of 
disparity layers to test for the various possible position that a particular feature point 
can be located. So using the above layers approach, we can relax the epipolar 
constraint to an acceptable extent such as within the tolerance of one to two 
centimeters misaligned vertically. 
3.5 Final approach 
By combining the results we developed above, we construct the matching system as 
shown below. Basically the system analyses the images pair by the following steps : 
a) Obtain the zero-crossing descriptions for the image pair by convolving the two 
input images with the Laplacian of Gaussian operator of various sizes. Also the 
contrast sign is obtained during this stage. 
b) Generate the disparity layers based on the matching attributes described above : 
edge attribute, vertical contrast sign and horizontal contrast sign. These layers 
including layers about vertical displacement. 
c) The layers can then be used as inputs to the next processing stage discussed later. 
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Fig. 3.9 Disparity map generation by layered approach 
(with vertical displacement of camera allowed) 
Some of the results of applying our algorithm to test images is listed below. 
Fig. 3.10. Random dot stereogram of a wedding cake. 
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a) Left image b) Right image 
翻國 
c)Left edge by Laplacian of Gaussian d)Right edge by Laplacian of Gaussian 
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H • 
e) disparity layer 0 f) disparity layer 1 
g) disparity layer 2 i) disparity layer 4 
h) disparity layer 6 
Fig. 3.10 (cont) 
remark : vertical displacement of camera is assumed to be 0 here. 
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Fig. 3.11 Random dot stereogram for a spiral staircase 
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Disparity layers generat ion 
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disparity layer 9 disparity layer 10 
mam 
disparity layer 11 disparity layer 12 
disparity layer 13 disparity layer 14 
disparity layer 15 disparity layer 16 
disparity layer 17 disparity layer 18 
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disparity layer 19 disparity layer 20 
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disparity layer 21 disparity layer 22 
Fig. 3.11 (cont) Disparity layers obtained from staircase stereogram. 
Remark : Vertical displacement of cameras is taken to be zero here. 
The function of disparity layers is clearly indicated above. Each layer can 
unambiguously identified the required match points. Although there are few errors 
for the other mismatched points, however, the numbers are not large enough to affect 
the overall result obtained. Note that for the above synthetic images, each square has 
its own intensity value ranging randomly between 0 to 255, but in our matching 
algorithm this significant information is not used to help in solving the 
correspondence problem. We stress the fact that in a natural image obtained by a 
camera, the intensity at any particular point won't be the same for images taken at 
two different angle or position though their trends of intensity will be the same, owing 
to the fact that the reflectance of any surface will depend on the view angle of the 
observer and angle of light source make with the object. This follows also intuitively 
by our experience with daily life. One point to note is that the number of mismatch 
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would increase rapidly when we sum up all the disparity layer's values. A method is 
therefore need to suppress the mismatch as we will discuss in the next section. 
Fig. 3.12 A natural scene of a correction fluid bottle placed on a book, 
left view right view 
Left edge view right edge view 
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I H IIIH 
disparity layer 36 disparity layer 37，offset -2 
disparity layer 38，offset -2 disparity layer 39，offset -2 
i m i i i i W B B 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ disparity layer 41, offset -2 
layer 
disparity layer 44，offset -2 (fig. 3.11) 
Fig. 3.12 (cont.) 
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Remark : offset above represents the vertical displacement between left and right 
image used in matching. 
The above result is the test of our algorithm's performance in the natural image, 
which is the most difficult one. Natural image is difficult to analyze due to the 
following: 
(1) Intensity is vary for the same point in two images from different view angles. 
(2) Controlling of light sources is difficult since the scene perceived by human may 
appear to be a lot of different when viewed from the display monitor of the image 
capture device. The resulting image may turn out to be compressed in a narrow 
range of intensity values when calibration is not good enough and the scene is an 
indoor one. 
(3) Natural scenes usually consists of some objects that have only few textures on it. 
The feature points that can be available from edge detection is therefore not 
enough for our matching algorithm , which depends on the feature matching to 
construct the surfaces. 
The test images in this example also suffers from the following deficiencies in image 
analysis. From the display of disparity layers, one can observe that detection of object 
surfaces is roughly achieved . ( Note at the disparity layer 37,38 and that of layer 42， 
which represent the background pattern of the book and the boundary of the 
correction fluid bottle). In addition, the successful detection of the image patterns 
appears at a small vertical displacements(at offset of 2 pixels) from the horizontal 
scanline(epipolar line), which is an intended misalignment during image grabbing to 
test our approach of allowed vertical displacement of sensing device. 
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Fig. 3.13 Natural image of a small cable reel placed on a jabk . _ _ 
t - J C-J 
left view ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ j r m g 
left edge right edge view 
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disparity layer 7，offset -1 disparity layer 8，offset -1 
mmii ^^ ^H 
disparity layer 7，offset 0 disparity layer 8，offset 0 
i m m H n g m tea^^^^^^H 
disparity layer 9, offset 0 disparity layer 0，offset 0 
Fig. 3.13(cont) 
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disparity layer 2，offset 0 disparity layer 4，offset 0 • • 
disparity layer 6, offset 0 final disparity map with value 
represented by intensity 國國 
coarse zero-crossing，left view coarse zero-crossing, right view 
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Fig. 3.13 (cont.) 
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HHH 
disparity layer 2, offset 0 disparity layer 4, offset 0 
Fig. 3.13 (cont.) 
This is another set of natural images we have tested which consists of a small cable 
reel placed on the table. This set of images also suffers from the inadequacy of 
insufficient texture for the matching algorithm to act on. Moreover, the control of 
light sources is not accurate and the fact that the scene being an indoor one added to 
strange outcome at coarse resolution zero-crossing detection. However, compare with 
the previous image, this set of images has the attribute of being simple in construction 
which contribute to the success in detection of disparity. 
Fig. 3.14 A natural scene taken with the camera view at two different position. 
— WMm : 
a)Left view of a camera cover on b) Right view of the camera cover 
table (with some coins stacked it up) 
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• • 
c)Edge description by coarse Gaussian d) Edge description by fine Gaussian 
e)Result of disparity layer 18 with f) Result of disparity layer 18 with 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ vertical displacement 0 
g) Result of disparity layer 16，vertical displacement -1 
Fig. 3.14 (cont) 
Remark : vertical displacement represent the vertical disparity taken into account by 
our algorithm. 
Concluding remarks 
The idea of disparity layers approach to the stereo correspondence problem is being 
explored. The matching alternatives are modelled as disparity cells from different 
layers. They compete for fire by receiving input from images and use these 
information to calculate the likelihood of fire. The result is a series of layers 
describing the disparity surface. 
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Chapter 4 Disparity combination 
4.1 Ambiguous matches from different layers 
From the previous results, we can see that ambiguous matches are greatly reduced 
after we apply the additional constraint to the matching process. But however due to 
the nature of our matching process, there are still a number of ambiguous (or 
wrong) matches found after application of our algorithm. These wrong matches 
comes from primarily two sources: 
a) Wrong matches from matching across the range of the zero-crossing. From the 
previous sections, we have found that there is a probability of 0.95 of finding the 
same feature point if the disparity of that point is below w/2[9]. But due to the 
fact that disparity of a point can have any value and under the condition of the 
zero-crossing operator is fine enough, the probability of having wrong matches is 
obvious. Evidence can be found in the plot of matching by edge, horizontal and 
vertical contrast sign. Note that in that plot,the number of bad matches at 
disparity value 2,4 and 6 is nearly constant about the value of 500. In that 
experiment, the zero-crossing operator used is of the size cr 二 2.1 pixels. 
b) Wrong matches due to the inadequacy of matching attributes. In this project, we 
have only used the edge and contrast sign to decide whether two points are in 
correspondence. But in considering the enormous points in any image, only three 
attributes may not be sufficient to distinguish a point from the others. Actually 
more constraint should be added to the matching process to help the 
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disambiguation process. These constraint can be the following : orientation of 
the edge segments, contrast sign of the neighborhood pixel, prediction from the 
previous matching process, etc. But in this project, we use a different process to 
achieve the disambiguation. 
In tackling the problem of distinguishing wrong matches among the disparity layers, 
we first analyze whether any further information can help in this area. For the 
problem of correspondence in stereo vision, there are several constraints concerning 
the disparity of image points. The first is the uniqueness constraint [9]. In this 
constraint, it stated that there can be only one disparity value for any point in the 
scene. In other words, for our layers approach, for any position in the scene, there 
can be only cell from one layer fired whereas other layers' cell should keep "idle". 
But as we have stated previously, it happened that more than one cell from different 
layers fired. In order that this constraint is held, those cells which are fired but not 
correct ( correct in the sense that a particular point is having the disparity value of 
that layer) should be suppressed. The second constraint is the continuity constraint 
which stated that disparity value should be varied smoothly everywhere except the 
object boundary. This constraint is a consequence of the cohesive properties of 
objects in the nature. When it applied to our model, the constraint appeared in two 
forms : 1) The disparity cells within a layer have a high probability of fire if its 
neighborhood is also fired. 2) The disparity cell of a particular layer have a high 
probability of fire if a cell in neighboring layer at the neighboring position is fired. 
From the two constraints stated above, it is clearly that we should devise a process 
to disambiguate the wrong matches against the correct one. In addition, we can 
utilize the two constraints in our process to facilitate the disambiguation process. 
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4.2 Our approach 
In considering the disambiguation process, we can use the continuity constraint as a 
starting point. Since disparity should vary only a little in local region, so we can use a 
rule of thumb to determine the correspondence : For any cell in a particular layer, it 
will check its eight surrounding cells' state before competing for the disparity value 
assigned to a global disparity map. A disparity cell in the global disparity map will 
have a particular disparity value if a disparity cell at the layer which represents that 
disparity value has more than six of its surrounding cells are fired. If more than one 
disparity cell at a particular position fire then the one with larger disparity value will 
be selected. In this approach, the thresholding value of six is used to reflect the fact 
that the disparity at a particular location should be nearly constant for a resolvable 
spot which contains the pixel. We arrive at this conclusion since a resolvable point in 
a scene must has a distinct disparity while the point may break down into several 
pixels in the image, it is therefore clear that all the pixels in that point should have 
the same disparity value or otherwise are mismatch point. 
It then follows that there is no reason why the local support area should be limited 
to the radius of one pixel wide, so in order to test for the most feasible radius of the 
local support area, we use a random dot image and record the various mismatch 
ratio. Below is a plot for a particular random dot image under the condition of 
various support area. From the plot we can see that the algorithm reaches its best 
performance at the radius of about 5 to 6 pixels. 
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Match vs Radius of support area 
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13500- ^ 
1 3 4 0 0 - 厂 
No of match 13300- / 
1 3 2 0 0 - / 
13100—/ 
13000 -I i 1 i 1 1 1 1 
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Radius of support area 
Fig. 4.1 Plot of number of matches against the radius of support area. 
In constructing the algorithm for disparity combination, we model the local support 
concept as an area from which a cell receive the excitation from cells around it. The 
amount of excitation is summed up by that cell and passed to an upper layer where 
the cells at that layer determine which layer's result should be fired. Actually what 
the cells at that upper layer did is collecting all the inputs from various layers and 
choose the cell with largest excitation and deactivate all other cells. 
Actually what this process done is choosing the cell with largest excitation and 
suppressing all others, and the function is similar to what Hopfield network[2，17: 
(see appendix) achieve. But in actual implementation, we choose another form of 
representation，in which an upper layer exists which contains all the image 
positions. In each position, two values are stored, the first value is the maximum 
local support value (or the excitation from around that particular position) and the 
other is the disparity value which have this support value. Each layer can compare 
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its excitation value with the global value. If its value is larger than the global value, 
then its value is written together with the disparity value to the upper layer. Every 
layer can repeat the same process asynchronously regardless of the order. 
Fig. 4.2 below shows the result of applying our algorithm of disambiguation to the 
disparity layers. From the above data, one can observe that the mismatch ratio is 
lowest when the radius of the local support region is about 6 pixels. Note that the 
above data is taken for the fine resolution LoG operator. 
Bad match vs Radius of support area 
3300-
3100-\ 
bad match 2999 
2700-
2500 J i 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
Radius of support area 
Fig. 4.2 Plot of variation of number of mismatches against radius of support area 
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Fig. 4.3 Final disparity map combined for the correction oil bottle in fig. 3.11 from 
various layers 
• 
Fig. 4.4 Final disparity map with disparity value represented by intensity of cable 
reel in fig. 3.12 
Concluding remarks 
The ambiguous matches from different layers together necessitate the process of 
disparity combination. The selection of disparity cell for a particular position 
involves the calculation of local support around the disparity cell. The radius of this 
supporting area is obtained to be roughly five to six cells in length. Each disparity 
cell should receive the excitation from its support area and the one with largest 
excitation is chosen as the correct value. 
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5.1 Introduction 
After disparity layers generation, we obtain a description of the disparity about the 
feature points( zero-crossings) of an image in the form of various disparity layers of 
the same image. However owing to the fact that the feature points are sparse in an 
image and is not enough to provide the surface description, as a result we tried to 
develop some process to increase the description of the image locations to not only 
the zero-crossings. The matching of zero crossings is used since these points 
correspond to positions on a surface at which a physical property such as texture or 
surface shape changes radically and reflect in a sudden change in image 
irradiance[9]. And these features points' matching results are considered to be a 
reliable measure for the initialization of our algorithm. 
In this project, two methods had been attempted so as to have comparisons on the 
performances of each other. The first method is the cooperative computation of the 
disparity by a large number of processing cells with simple structures; the other 
method is the analytical derivation of the iteration procedures which is called 
gradient descent method. 
5.2 Cooperative computat ion 
According to what we have in our mind, the process of stereo vision in human eye is 
a low level process, which means that the disparity of each point in the scene is 
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being calculated by simple interactions between the cells. It is obvious since human 
eyes can perceive the depth of objects in a complex scene nearly immediately. 
Noting the slow response speed of a neuron in the human, one can easily reach the 
conclusion that the calculation of disparity of a scene is the result of cooperative 
calculation of many slow processing units. Another implication of this fact is that the 
task of stereo vision can be broken down into many small tasks which in turn carried 
out by simple processing units. Then the question follows is how to decompose the 
problem into simple sub-tasks. In the process of breaking down the goal, two 
conditions should be kept valid : The first condition is that the sub-tasks should 
involve only local computation, since we assumed that a cell at a particular position 
cannot know what the excitation of a cell far from its position can be. This implies 
that the sub-task must include the collection of information about its neighborhood 
in order to have a picture of how the local distribution is. The second condition is 
that the computation involved in the disparity calculation should be simple enough 
so that the whole sub-task can be carried out by simple processing units. The last 
condition may sound demanding but in view of an attempt to explore both the 
problem of stereo vision and discover possible mechanism of human eyes detection 
process, this condition should be included also. 
5.2.1 Formulation of oscillation algorithm 
In constructing the oscillation algorithm for the stereo problem, we formulate the 
process as a cooperative process in which each cell receive excitation from the 
neighborhood in order to attain a global representation for the scene. The following 
question is thus when should the oscillation process be started. It is clear that the 
process should be started after the initial estimate for the disparity has been 
established. The sparse disparity can take two forms for what we have implemented 
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so far : The various disparity layers (before disparity combination being performed) 
and the combined disparity map. We choose the former as the starting point of our 
algorithm. The reason is that after the stage of disparity combination, some 
information may be lost due to the nature of the selection process. In order to 
preserve as many information as we can before the surface reconstruction, with the 
added intuition that the disparity combination process can also be executed after the 
oscillation process, we formulate the control flow of the whole disparity surface 











match ？ ^ ^ 
Fig. 4.1 Control flow of the modified oscillation with global feedback algorithm 
We will now concentrate on the process of oscillation in different disparity layers. 
According to our heuristics, the algorithm operates by each cell accepts inputs 
(disparity value in the form of whether the cell is fire or not) from the neighboring 
cells to determine whether the examined cell should fire (have the same disparity ) 
or not. We use the term "oscillation" to represent the mode of operation of the , 
disparity cells. In our rudimentary proposal, the disparity cell of each layer perform P.60 
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the above operation by synchronously receive excitations and giving output to 
others. In this way, the cell can "learn" from the inputs of neighboring cells about the 
local distribution and thus determine its corresponding action, which is usually turn 
"on" or "off. After certain number of iterations, the information about a particular 
cell will be passed to all the other cells and vice versa. The system will then achieve 
a stable state globally since if the decision rules are constructed accurately to reflect 
the nature of the problem. 
Two simple iteration equations have been constructed and some images have been 
used for testing of the algorithm. Although the two iteration equations are different, 
what they practically done is actually the same. According to what we have 
previously been stated about the operations of the disparity cells in a particular 
layer, the cell should receive excitation from the neighboring cell and decide on its 
own value by considering the situation. It appears that we should make the above 
statement clear in respect to our problem. The first question is that what 
neighboring cell should be considered in our problem. Since our problem is the 
correspondence in stereo vision, and according to our assumption on geometrical 
setup, a horizontal epipolar line is assumed to be obtained and correspondence is 
reduced to the problem of linear comparison; thus we choose the neighboring cells 
in the oscillation process to be the left and right neighboring cell along the 
horizontal epipolar line of the cell in question. The second question would be how 
to decide the output of a particular cell in question，which in this case would relate 
to the problem nature we are now considering. In our problem, the cell wants to 
decide whether the disparity it represent should be fired ( to mean that location 
having a disparity value of that layer) or not. It is certain that the decision should 
operate under the consideration of information from the neighboring cells and the 
inherent constraints of the problem. The inherent constraint thus becomes the spot 
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of our concentration. What the constraint introduced should be such that it 
represents the nature's restriction on the image obtained. In considering the 
constraints used in previous research, those have been used are namely the 
smoothness constraint, figural continuity constraint, geometric constraints and the 
uniqueness constraints etc. The geometric constraint has already been introduced 
into the disparity layers generation process. The figural continuity constraint deals 
with the continuous variation of disparity value along the edges of an image. In 
order to utilize the figural continuity constraint, one has to group the zero-crossing 
cells together and form a description of the edge along a particular direction. The 
figural constraint can thus be applied to the description and obtain the estimated 
disparity. The above procedures haven't been implemented in our project and the 
figural constraint is thus not intended to apply to the oscillation process. What left 
now is the smoothness constraint, which is the most basic component in all 
formulations for surface reconstruction in many approaches[5]. The smoothness 
constraints, when introduced to the oscillation process, is constructed according to 
the following heuristics. In a natural scene taken, the disparity values of a surface 
varied slowly except across the edge. So it appears that the disparity value of any 
feature point in the scene should be nearly equal to that of its neighbor. Our 
algorithm transforms this constraint into the model by making the assumption that if 
any cell's neighbor has the same disparity value as itself, then the disparity value of 
the cell is preserved after the current iteration. Otherwise the cell decides its value 
based on only the matching result from the input image (left and right). In the 
present model, the firing decision of any cell is only influenced by cells among the 
same layer. The process is continued until all the cell's value attain a stable value 
and resists from further changes. Since the postulation is constructed according to 
the natural constraint in mind, the result obtained should therefore have a certain 
degree of correctness in comparison with natural scene. The question remains is 
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therefore how to state the algorithm in a precise form so that a computer simulation 
and vigorous mathematical analysis can be done. As a starting point to test our idea, 
we choose a simple form of iteration on the tested image : 
Assuming two input images which consists of a left and a right view on a particular 
scene, with the epipolar constraint being held, and the input images being quantized 
into 256 grey levels using 8 bits to represent the intensity; after the disparity layers 
generation process, the cells from each layer will enter an oscillation process with 
each cells accept the following inputs: (1) from other cells and (2) input from the 
two input images in the form of matching result. The disparity cell will generate 
output according to the following rule with FJ(t+l) as the output after the t 
iteration: 
V[{t+\) = 0 if both the neighboring cell and the examined 
cell not fire regardless of matching result. 
1 if both neighboring cell and the examined cell 
fire regardless of the matching result 
matching otherwise 
result(based 
on intensity) . 
Two iteration equations have been developed for this model; in the first model, 
each cell accepts input from left cell and matching result only during an iteration 
and accept input from right cell and matching result only in next iteration. For this 
model the iteration equation in mathematical form is: 
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]/. + 1) = f (Uj) Vi: output of the disparity cell (5.1) 
t : iteration number 
Uf: total input to the cell i 
Model I 
U i = l i + K q [ F i . i (t) + Fi(t)] where 0.5 < K q < 1 (5 . 2 ) 
and the second model is similar to the first one with all the disparity cell accept 
inputs from left and right neighboring cells simultaneously at each iteration. The 
mathematical formulation is : 
Modern 
Ui 二 3 li + 2 (0 + 1(0 + Fi.i(0 (5.3) 
l i & P ^ W 二 1 j 二 i-l，i,i+l 
- 1 
where l[ is the matching result and Vj is the input from other disparity cell. The 
coefficients for all the cell's input is chosen such that the output of the cells will 
satisfy the oscillation rule discussed above. 
and f ( X ) = 1 X > 0 (5.4) 
-1 X < 0 
In addition, the mapping function f(Ui) is chosen to be a non-linear hard limiter. 
(Actually, any monotonic increasing functions can be used for our model, see 
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Appendix for a discussion on the dynamical behavior of the model) In our 
implementation, l{ is now chosen to be the matching result based on intensity 
values. 
The following is a list of the result of applying our algorithm to synthetic images. 
• 
Fig. 5.1 result of applying oscillation to layer 0 of wedding cake example 
m 
Fig. 5.2 disparity map of wedding cake image after oscillation and combination 
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Fig. 5.3 Result of various disparity layers of spiral staircase image of fig. 3.11 when 
viewed in three dimensional after oscillation 
Fig. 5.4 Final result of disparity surface for the staircase stereogram after oscillation 
and combination 
A point worth of note is that the test images currently is only limited to synthetic 
images, the main cause is the input form of the disparity cell. In our algorithm, the 
inputs to the disparity cell come primarily from two sources : the inputs from other 
neighborhood disparity cell and the matching result concerning the position of that 
disparity cell During the design stage of our algorithm, we choose the matching 
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result's criteria to be the intensity ； solely for the sake of simplicity to test the 
feasibility of the algorithm since then we can use the random dot image. 
However, the algorithm can be modified to contain the criteria for matching result 
of more realistic factors. Actually using more different constraints based on the 
geometrical and photometric cues can bring the algorithm into more practical usage. 
Consequently when the algorithm is applied to natural images, inaccurate result will 
be obtained. As a conclusion, the algorithm is restricted to synthetic image at the 
current instant, but as a more reasonable matching process is introduced, the 
algorithm is capable of producing acceptable results on natural images owing to the 
robustness of the algorithm. 
As a summary, our algorithm works by starting from the process of determining the 
disparity value of the edge cells and then propagate the disparity value of the edge 
cells detected to their surrounding cell. The net effect is like spreading some values 
from the edge and tried to gather those cells which have the same properties as the 
edge cells, and thus achieving the effect of integrating the regions belonging to a 
particular object together, a process we called it "Object Integration". This process 
has the advantage that it uses the reliable information from the picture to determine 
the disparity of some particular places first, then by the assumption of smoothness 
(or constant-local disparity) constraint, we make the hypothesis that the 
neighboring cell is having the same disparity and test this hypothesis concurrently by 
individual cells. For those cells with their neighboring cells not fired before the 
hypothesis testing stage, the testing of the hypothesis is suppressed based on the 
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assumption that local support is important in the disparity detection of natural 
objects due to the cohesive properties of objects in the nature. 
In our model, all the cells within any particular layer attain a stable state after a 
sufficient number of iterations. The number of iterations needed is depended on the 
number of cells which should have that particular disparity values and not fired at 
the initial time. The larger the number of that kinds of cells, the longer it takes for 
the whole layer to approach stable state. Nevertheless, we found that regardless of 
what kind of input image is, the algorithms attend a stable state after sufficient 
number of iterations. Moreover we found that the topology and iteration equation 
of our model is a special case of the Hopfield network [7]，which is a kind of neural 
network used in pattern classification and matching. The difference between 
Hopfield net and our model is that Hopfield net is used to determine whether an 
input pattern match with any of previous encoded patterns. The whole network will 
converge towards that pattern which has a higher matching score with input pattern 
than the others. However, in our model, the input pattern is the result of matching 
of the two input images, and the weighting connection is selected not based on 
previous pattern, but based on the smoothness constraint of natural objects. The 
dynamical behavior of our model is that it would evolves towards some steady state 
from a given initial state defined by the inputs. The proof for the stability of the 
network can be found in the appendix of this thesis. 
At current stage, the cooperative algorithm incorporates the smoothness constraint 
only up to determining the disparity values among the same layer and inhibition 
have not been added between layers to enforce the continuity constraints of [22" • 
The continuity constraint states that disparity varies smoothly almost everywhere 
and is a consequence of cohesiveness properties of matter. In other words, our 
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implementation only assumes that the disparity of any cells has a very high 
probability of having the same values of others. 
5.3 Interpolation by Gradient descent method 
As we have discussed in the introduction section, previous research had used the 
principle of calculus of variation to find the function which will produce the surface 
that best fit the data. In our project, an attempt is made towards implementing a 
procedure to reconstruct the disparity surface from our approach used to obtain 
sparse disparity map. There are three goals behind our implementation : (1) 
Develop a tool so that the disparity map from the previous stereo matching stage 
can be displayed in a form that is more readily observable with respect to the 
original surface; surely comparison between reconstructed surface and original 
surface can be made and performance thus can also be evaluated. (2) Since these 
methods are well established, we thus can develop our own surface reconstruction 
algorithm such as the cooperative algorithm in the previous section and comparison 
between the two output can be readily made and improvements can be made. (3) 
Implementing an algorithm can help an in depth understanding in the topics and 
may give idea on new developments. 
The approach we adopt is the method from Grimson. For a thorough discussion on 
this topic, the readers are referred to [9]. In his implementation, the function which 
describe the reconstructed surface's feasibility (or the objective function) is 
r 1 
e(s) = J (s^xx + 2s2砂 + s2yy)dxdy " (5.5) 
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In the above function, s denotes a surface and the subscripts denotes the partial 
derivative in that direction. Grimson [6,9] stated that the best approximation to the 
original surface in the scene is given by the minimal solution to the above 
functional, which is the quadratic variation in gradient. The solution can construct a 
surface by providing the set of known points supplied by any algorithm which 
includes at least four non-coplanar points. 
5.3.1 Formulation of constraints 
Though the above function 0(s) has a square root in it, one may consider the 
function without the square sign, 
e(s) 二 s2yy)dxdy (5.6) 
without any loss of generality owing to the fact that any function which minimize the 
function 9(s) also minimize the function and vice versa., provided that the 
functional is always positive in value. Then we choose a Cartesian grid of uniform 
spacing as the output format. Every intersection of the two coordinates represent a 
depth value, the collection of these values thus represent the surface. The grid is 
chosen as m x m in size. We use the coordinate format (i,j) to represent a point on 
the i th row and j th column on the grid. The surface is represented as a vector form 
s = {s(0，0)’ s(0,l)，...，s(m-l, m-1)}. The point of using a vector to represent the 
surface is that we want to modify the surface representation under the constraints of 
given points. Using vector form is convenient in notation presentation. The 
algorithm we used is a kind of non-linear programming one. 
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In order that the minimization can be run on a computer, transformation of the 
objective function to the discrete form is necessary. In examining the objective 
function, one would then arrive at the conclusion that one has to first determine the 
discrete approximation to the differential operators. Finite difference 
approximation is used in the current approach. 
The second partial derivative in the x-direction is approximated as 
= [s(i+ l，j) - 2s(i，j) + s(M,j)] + 0("2) (5.7) 
where h is the grid spacing, and 0(/z^) indicates that the approximation is valid to 
terms of order h^. One could then easily obtained the partial derivative in the y-
direction. 
= gs(i，j +1) - 2s(i，j) + s(i，j_i)] + 0("2) (5.8) 
The cross second partial derivative is approximated as 
於 ( i j) 1 
二 巧[s(i+l，j+l) - s(i+l，j-l) - S(i-I，j+1)+ s(i_i，j-i)] + 0(/z2) (5.9) 
The double integral in the objective function is converted to discrete form by using a 
double summation over the finite difference operators applied to the discrete grid. 
The combination of the above operators forms the discrete objective function: 
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minimize ^ J ] (s(i-l，j) _ 2s(i，j) + s(i+i，j))2 + 
i = lj = 0 
H L(s(i，H)-2s(i,j) + s(i， j+i))" 
i=q = i 
j n - 2 
2 E 2^(s(i，j)-s(i+l，j)-s(i,j+i) + s(i+i，j + i))Z (5.10) 
i = q = o 
Since our goal is to interpolate the surface from the given data points, the 
constraints on the optimization is thus 
s(i，j) - c(i，j) = 0 for all points (i，j) in the set ^ where (p is the set of 
points of known depth c 
5.3.2 Gradient Project ion Interpolation algor i thm 
The above problem is generally known as "Constrained Optimization”. In these kinds 
of problems, one usually want to compute the values of a set of parameters that 
optimize some functions. In our problem, the set of parameters are the values of the 
grid points defined previously and the function is a measure of smoothness of the 
computed surface. The computed surface in this case is the combination of the grid 
points，values. When the problem is translated back to the mathematical 
description, we are trying to seek a vector of dimension m x m. And the possible 
values of the vector span a vector space of m x m . If we associate each of this vector 
with a value which measures its feasibilities, which we want to minimize; then we 
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can used a m^ + 1 dimension vector to describe the situation. Actually the m^ 
dimensional vector is embedded in this m^ + 1 dimension vector. Imaginating that 
the m2 dimensional vector describe a surface, then the m^ + 1 dimensional vector 
forms a "hypermrface” in the m^ + 1 dimensional space. In order to minimize the 
feasibility function value, we seek the minimum value in the hypersurface, which 
then describes the best surface can be found to fit the data. The approach in tackling 
this kind of seeking minimum by iteration is as follow: 
(1) consider some points on the surface, 
(2) examining the neighborhood of this point and choose a lowest point in 
this region and, 
(3) moving to this new point and repeat the process again. 
The method of gradient projection is the same as above. The gradient of the 
objective function, or the feasibility function, is first found. The feasible direction to 
move is thus the negative of the direction of the gradient since any movement in 
that direction will decrease the objective function's value. Moreover we need not 
have to worry about whether the minimum point we find is only a local one or not, 
since the objective function we choose for the measure of the surface is a convex 
function, (quadratic variation) and thus guarantee the solution that any local 
algorithm found is a global one. Returning to our discussion on the surface 
interpolation problem, as we have stated above for the minimum finding, the 
algorithm is suitable for the case of an additional objective function about the m X 
m vector. However, in the case of added constraints, how should the algorithm be 
adjusted to accommodate this change ？ The answer is that by adding more 
dimensions of the constraints into the original dimensional spaces and finding a 
saddle point instead of finding the minimum point, one can unambiguously find the 
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global minimum . The above statement when express mathematically, is that we find 
the tangent plane subspace which spans by the constraints and express the gradient 
vector of the objective function as a sum of the actual direction vector and the 
tangent subspace of the constraints. This tangent subspace produces a projection 
matrix which consists of all 0，s except for the diagonal elements in those rows 
corresponding to a grid point not in in such cases the elements will be of value 1. 
The effect of the projection matrix is ignoring those components which correspond 
to a grid point in v? while preserving those other components not changed. The 
gradient of the objective function is found by expanding the double summation sign 
of the function and performing differentiation. The gradient is thus obtained as : 
For all points in the center of the grid, the gradient is obtained by applying the 
following stencil to the grid at that position 
2 
4 -16 4 
2 -16 40 -16 2 
4 -16 4 
2 
For all elements at the corner, the following stencil applies (with appropriate 
rotations for points at other corners) 
2 
-8 4 
8 -8 2 
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For elements along an outside row of the grid but one point from the corner (or 
appropriate rotations and reflections) 
2 
4 -12 4 
-8 20 -12 2 
For all elements along the outside row of the grid (or appropriate rotations and 
reflections) 
2 
4 -12 4 
2 -12 22 -12 2 
For all elements along a row second from the outside of the grid but at one element 
position from each of two outside rows (or appropriate rotations and reflections) 
2 
4 -16 4 
-12 36 -16 2 
4 -12 4 
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For all elements along a row second from the outside grid (or appropriate rotations 
and reflections) 
2 
4 -16 4 
2 -16 38 -16 2 
4 -12 4 
The direction vector is thus completely found with zero value components at all 
known points and for other points, the components being given by convoluting the 
grid point with the above stencils. 
Then we come to the problem of determining the amount to move in the direction 
that specified by the direction vector. Denoting the vector representing the surface s 
and the direction vector be d，we want to refine the surface representation by the 
following formula: 
s，= s + ad where s，is the vector after iteration. (5.11) 
The value a. is given by the following formula 
a = 马 where 
a2 
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m 
= E E (s(i-l，j) - 2s(i，j) + S(i+ l,j))(d(i_i，j) - 2d(i，j) + d(i+ i，j)) + 
i = ] = 0 
m 
E E (s(i，j-l) -2s(i,j) + s(ij+i))(d(i,j_i) -2d(i，j) + d(i,j + i)) + 
m 
2 i I>(i，j)-s(i+l，j)-s(i，j+i) + s(i+i,j+i)) ^ 
i = 9 = 0 
(d( i , j )-d(i+ij)-d(i j+i) + d( i+i j+i ) ) (5.12) 
m 严 1 
… = Y J (d(i-l,j) - + d(i+i，j))2 + 
i 二 lj = 0 
m严2 
m^ D(d(i，j-l)-2ci(i，j) + d(i,j+i))2 + 
1 = q = l 
2 E L (d(i,j)-d(i+l,jH(i，j+i) + d(i+i,j+i))2 (5.13) 
The algorithm is completely stated as below : 
0. Determine a feasible initial surface approximation (any surface approximation 
which contains the known depth values c(i,j)) 
1. The gradient of the objective function is calculated by convoluting the grid with 
the stencils we listed above. The direction vector is computed by setting any 
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components corresponding to known points to zero, and taking the negative of 
the resulting gradient vector. 
2. The best amount to move in the direction of the computed vector is obtained by 
the equation above. 
3. Refine the surface approximation by the amount of the direction vector 
calculated as above. 
4. Return to step (1) and continue until all the component of gradient is less than 
some predefined value. 
5.3.3 Implementation of the algorithm 
The algorithm is written in C procedures and run on an IBM PC. The interpolation 
program by the gradient descent approach is written as a separate program and thus 
have to read in the disparity file from the stereo matching program we discussed 
previously. The disparity map is received as a text file generated by our disparity 
layer program. Our program's output, which is a file describing the disparity values 
at all points in the grid, with those points being not feature points initialized to zero 
whereas all other feature points having values correspond to the disparity values 
detected by our cooperative disparity layers' algorithm. These disparity values are 
sparse and are read into an array of the interpolation program. An additional array 
is implemented in the program to designate the fact that a particular point is a 
feature point and thus the disparity values should not be modified throughout the 
program's iterations. The disparity values read are normalized to corresponding 
values which are suitable for interpolation according to the programming language's 
limitation. The whole disparity array is then iterated according to the steps of the 
algorithm until some terminating conditions are satisfied. The stopping criteria can 
be the following : all the components of the gradient of the objective function is less 
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than a threshold value; currently a stopping criteria is chosen to be after an iteration 
count of about 500, due to the fact that we can successively extracted the disparity 
files during each iteration count of 100. 
The procedures are tested by constructing some synthetic boundary conditions and 
input to the algorithm. The first sample is a closed contour of a cylinder and the 
program takes about 300 iterations to achieve the final stable form. 
n 
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m 
Fig. 5.7 After 200 iterations (approach stable) 
The following is a test of the algorithm on the disparity results generated by our 
disparity layers' approach. The first image is the synthetic image of a wedding cake 
with three separate levels. The output of the interpolation algorithm is as shown in 
fig. • The result shows that the algorithm can accurately reconstruct the interior of 
each plane. But there are some errors at the boundaries between different planes 
which are due to wrong matching of the algorithm. Since the algorithm is an 
interpolation one, thus the output faithfully preserves all the discontinuities created 
by these wrong matches. We are currently investigating into the solution of these 
discontinuities. Despite these imperfections, the algorithm performs quite well in 
reconstructing the planes. 
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K 
Fig. 5.8 Initial estimate of the wedding cake 
Fig. 5.9 After interpolation 
The second synthetic examples is that of a staircase random dot stereogram. The 
output is as shown in fig. 5.10. It can be seen that the reconstruction of the sixteen 
stairs in the picture is complete. As we have stated before, the spurious errors 
during matching along the epipolar line for no matched points on the boundaries 
exist and cause deviation of interpolated surfaces from the expected value. 
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K 
Fig. 5.10 Initial input of staircase stereogram 
_ 
Fig. 5.11 Result of the staircase after interpolation 
The third example is a natural photograph of a camera cover being placed a little 
inches above the table. In this scene, the reconstruction of surface is weak inside the 
cover's interior. The reasons are still under investigation but one of the causes may 
be that the interior is lack of data points and added to this fact is that some spurious 
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errors occur inside the interior and serve to pull down the reconstructed surfaces. 
Moreover, as we have stated previously, the reconstructed surface appears not much 
like the original scene, the main causes is the lack of data points in the whole scene. 
K 
Fig. 5.12 Sparse disparity map of fig. 3.14 before interpolation 
國 
Fig. 5.13 After interpolation 
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• 
Fig. 5.14 Input to interpolation for the cable reel picture (fig. 3.13 of p.48) 
K 
Fig. 5.15 Result of fig. 5.14 after interpolation 
The final pair of natural images is that of a bottle of correction fluid being placed on 
a book. A point distinguished this set of natural images from the previous one is that 
more surface markings can be obtained from the images. In other words, more data 
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points are now available for the interpolation of surface and thus more accurate 
reconstruction can be done. As shown in fig. , the result is quite satisfactory. A point 
needs to be stressed is that the interior of the oil bottle, due to its lack of texture, 
provides not enough data points for interpolation and in turn leads to the different 
shape after interpolation. 
K 
Fig. 5.16 Three dimensional view of the correction fluid bottle scene 
國 
Fig. 5.17 Result of fig. 5.16 after interpolation 
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As a conclusion, we can see that the implementation of surface interpolation by the 
gradient descent method is successful and can provide valuable information for the 
surface description of results generated by previous stage such as stereo matching. 
The surface interpolation is useful in such circumstances where data points are 
sparse and not enough for determining the overall shape of the scene. Also it serve 
as a comparison tool for evaluating other approaches to early visual processing 
system. However, the gradient descent method we used has also some limitations; a 
most easily observed discrepancy is that the objective function used does not deal 
with surface or orientation discontinuity[5]. As an extension to the exploration of 
surface reconstruction, modification of objective function to include the capability of 
interpolation of visual surface across discontinuities is a good topic for investigation. 
Moreover, the convergence of the existing algorithm is quite slow (typically 200 to 
300 iterations is required), improvement of algorithm to speed up the convergence 
rate is also another issues worth noting at. 
Concluding remarks 
Two different methods of obtaining dense disparity map are implemented and 
tested for the results generated by our disparity layers approach in chapter 3. The 
first method utilize the smoothness constraint to formulate an oscillation equation 
which describes the operation of all disparity cells inside a particular disparity layer 
and then iterate until no changes inside the disparity layer occur. The resulting 
disparity layers are combined to form the description of the disparity surface. The 
other method uses an analytic approach which defines the constraint and model the 
surface description as a vector. The iteration equation is then formulated and iterate 
until the components of the correction vector smaller than a threshold value. They 
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both have their relative merits and the results illustrate their feasibility as a mean 
for generating disparity surface as well as actual depth map. 
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Chapter 6 Conclusion 
In this project, we have explored the early visual processing with various techniques. 
In a usual environment，the natural scene is captured by a camera and the captured 
image is digitized and passed as an array of binary values (which describing the 
intensity values) to the processing modules, which is the various stages of our 
programs. The output is expected to be a full description of the scene at every points 
about its depth, orientation，etc. which is useful to the later stages such as object 
recognition. Generally useful information can only be extracted from particular 
locations which are usually places where image irradiance changes radically. The 
information may be the depth or the orientation from the viewer. These 
informations are usually sparsely scattered and thus some processes are needed to 
recover the information at all points. 
In order to extract the rich information points, we have introduced the Laplacian of 
Gaussian to detect the zero-crossings owing to its capability in attenuating the high 
frequency components in the image. In addition, by controlling the width of the 
Gaussian kernel, different resolution's zero-crossings can be detected since the 
Laplacian of Gaussian is a band limited signal. It enables one to use a coarse-to-fine 
analysis. This operator thus has advantage over other directional detectors which 
need heavy calculations to obtain the zero-crossing description at various 
orientations. 
In the next stage, the extracted zero-crossings are used to generate depth 
descriptions of the image points. Various techniques are available for this stage 
including the structure from motion, shading and stereo vision. Our concentration 
here falls on the method used in matching against stereo pairs. This correspondence 
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problem is considered to be difficult since zero-crossings also appear in large 
numbers in a typical scene detected with fine zero-crossing detector. To overcome 
this problem, we develop a disparity layer approach. Each layer in the system 
represent a particular disparity which two image points in the left and right image 
correspond to. The algorithm has the advantage of being broken up the task of 
correspondence into simple operation of individual cells, away from the usage of 
global algorithm which needs massive calculations. Our simulation of the algorithm 
on some synthetic images and natural images suggest the feasibility of the algorithm 
in tackling the stereo problem. Moreover, by introducing the oscillation and 
disparity combination process, we can disambiguate those wrong matches in a large 
number of possible disparity values. Our approach has the advantage of fast and 
robust. The matching criteria can add to the disparity generation process with only 
small modification of the process. In addition the oscillation process based on two 
sources of information : the matching result from the two input images and the 
support from neighborhood of the disparity layer. The matching result is only feeds 
to the disparity cell as a constant value and thus they can be any value describing the 
likelihood of the disparity cell being fired. A more complete formula can be 
constructed which contains more information about the environment. These 
information can be the geometrical description of the likelihood between two image 
points，or photometric description of the image points. By adding more information 
to the oscillation process, the output of the disparity layers is thus more reliable and 
the occurrence of multiple matches is avoided. However, the oscillation process is 
not without problem, the main difficulty is that due to the area being considered by 
each disparity cell as neighbor is being restricted, thus the algorithm converge to 
stable state slowly when the number of input data points are not large enough. 
Modification is necessary in order for fast convergence. 
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For the disparity combination process, which disparity layer should reflect the true 
disparity value is controlled by the local support area in each disparity layer. In 
current approach, which disparity layer having the largest support value received 
from local area is considered to be the dominate one. In some situations where no 
corresponding candidates for matching is available (that is the occluding part of the 
scene) the system will search along the epipolar line and find any suitable values in 
order to find a disparity value for the point. In this case, although the exact value 
should be，say 4，the disparity value may turns out to be 20 or more. The reason is 
that if a match cannot be found at the range near 4, all the cells from the disparity 
layer around that value won't be fired (owing to the observations of number of zero-
crossings within one negative diameter of Gaussian kernel by Marr), leaving the 
opportunities for high disparity layers to dominate. 
As a comparison to the oscillation process, we implement the gradient descent 
approach to reconstruct the surface. The method produces satisfactory results to our 
testing samples. But owing to the inherent limitation of the objective function we 
used (incorporation of the smoothness constraint), the interpolated surface is also 
constructed smoothly across the surface discontinuities. Improvement to the 
objective function of the surface should be made to incorporate the surface or 
orientation discontinuities. A further point to note is that currently the 
reconstruction algorithm is an interpolated one, so if a spurious mismatch point 
exists in the input disparity values, the algorithm would stretch the whole surface up 
or down from the correct value around these points and thus produce incorrect 
value; a possible remedy to this problem is to use an approximation algorithm rather 
than interpolated one. Finally, the steps involved in iterating to convergence is 
needed to determine the step size used in next iteration. The process of computing 
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the step size is a global one, which then needs more time and is not local in a strict 
sense; thus the algorithm should be modified so as to become more local. 
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Appendix 
Our model implements the cooperative computation of stereo disparity by using the 
layered approach of disparity cells. The equation below illustrate how our algorithm 
behaves : 
0 if neighboring cell = 0 (not fire) and matching result not 
support i.e. matching result = 0 
0 if neighboring cell = 0 (not fire) and original value not fire 
Dk(i,t+1) 二 
matching if either original value or neighboring cell = 1 
result 
Refer to figure 3.2 in the article, let us denote t+1) as the output of the cell at 
disparity layer k with position i at time t+1. If the cell's value is 1，then it means the 
disparity value of image position i is equal to k. 
0 if original value = 0 and neighboring cell = 0 
1 if original value of the cell = 1 and neighboring cell = 1 
matching otherwise 
result 
From the above, it can be seen that once the cell's value become 1 (fire) then it 
become stable (i.e. no further change in the cell's value). In addition, all the cell with 
either its original value or its neighbouring's value equal to 1 would also take on its 
stable value according to the matching result. Consequently the only indeterminate 
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state is that when the original value and neighbouring cell's value both equal to zero, in 
which case the cell's value is forced into zero and will change only in the next iteration in 
the case of only neighbouring cell is fired at that moment. 
So it appears that after enough iterations, the changes in neighbourhood has already 
propagated to the indeterminating cells such that there exists a chance for the matching 
result to dominate the decision process. This process can eliminate those spurious 
change in intensity level which is due to receptor noise accepted during image capturing 
processes. 
Have the above algorithm and its corresponding action in mind,we construct the 
mathematical model below to simulate the same effect: 
Mathematical model with the similar charcteristics 
V i ( t + 1) = f ( U i ) (Al) 
Vi (t+1): Output of the cell at a particular position i at time t+1 
where Ui = K q li + K i [ Vi^i ⑴ + Vi+1 (t)] + K2 Vi (t) (A2) 
Kq ,Ki ,K2 : modulating constant 
li : constant input ( matching result based on intensity in our model) 
f(Ui) : a nonlinear transfer function 
where f(U) = 1 U > 0 
0 U <= 0 
A2 
Ij | v m ⑴ |Vi+i ⑴ |vi ⑴ |Vi(t+l) 
1 -1 -1 -1 -1 
-1 -1 -1 -1 -1 
1 1 1 1 1 
- 1 1 1 1 1 
otherwise 
The specific equation which satisfies this model can be obtained by adjusting the 
modulating constants and is as follow : 
U 二 3 li + 2 Vi (t) + Vi+1 ⑴ + Vi-i ⑴ （A3) 
The above equation can be generalized to 
Vi(t+1) 二 f ( U i ) (A4) 
Ui 二 li + I： Tij Vj (AS) 
J 
Tij: proportionality input constant from cell i to j 
where f(Ui) defines input-output characteristics of the cell and f(Ui) is monotonic 
increasing and bounded in our model to ensure the convergence as in the following 
section. 
In our model, we specify a processing cells as fig.Al below : 
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In our model, we specify a processing cells as fig.Al below : 
li 
VI X 
•• > W i 
VN 
A1 Amodd for theprooessiiig odl 
In the above figure, the inputs to the cell become the form of voltage source Vj, the 
synapses (connections) become conductances Tjj which control the leakage of input 
current into the cell. In addition, the network has a set of external inputs {If} which in 
this case become the external input current to cell i. 
The equivalent circuit for the connections among the cells is depicted as follow[2]: 
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Amplifier ^ Inverting amplifier • Resistor m 
。 Tij network 
Fig. A2 Analogue circuit for the Hopfield network 
The inputs to each cell i are linearly summed together : 
input = li + X Tij Vj (A6) 
J 
representing the total input current to this cell.The cell then achieves a potential l][. 
Tij is the corresponding conductance value from cell j to i. We assume in this case that 
the current from cell j to cell i is controlled solely by the value of Vj only(i.e. input to 
cell i from j is a current source whose magnitude depends on Vj only). The output 
voltage of this cell is passed through an amplifier with transfer function 
Vi = gi (Ui) (A7) 
where gf defines the input-output characteristic of the amplifier associated with the 
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cell's model. We assumed in this model that g[ is (i) monotonic increasing, (ii) bounded 
and (iii) nonlinear. The above conditions will ensure that the network will converges to a 
stable state as shown later. 
The form of g{ can be as follow : 
八 Heoewise 
linear 
— ； / ,.-••••• 
S h \ 




Kg. PQ> PossiHe transfer functioQ for neuroQ 
We model the cells to have internal capacitance C{ and resistance R[ (as in the above 
figure)，giving rise to time delays in the response of the neuron 
dUi U i 
j 
(A8) 
Ui = g-1 ( V i ) : cell potential ( or electrical potential) 
The above equation expresses the fact that the current through the internal RC 
circuit of the cell is equal to the total input current given by equation (A7).In our model, 
we further assume that the synaptic matrix Tfj is symmetric. Define an energy function E 
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associated with the network by [2]: 
Vi 
E = f X E T i j V i V j . \g-\(V)dV- ^liVi 
i j i 1 0 i 
3E 
A E = V ——AVi 
L dVi 1 
i 
dE d V i r . 2 g - l i ( V j ) I 、 
• • 丄 
1 I J J 
dVi Ui ’ 
二 Z T i j V j - — + 
i j 
dVi f dUi ‘ 
=Y- p i 
" ^ dt dt 
i 
dUi dUi dVi 
but ——=-—--— 
dt dVj dt 
1 dVi 
dE ， 1 fdV i ' 1 
F - E C i g - ^ i ( V i ) 2 
i 
since gi(Vi) increasing 
g'^i (Vj) increasing 
V^ i (Vi) > 0 
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dE dVi . 
••. E is always decreasing and — = 0 when 二 0 for all i. 
The outputs Vi，..Vn can be regarded as coordinates of a point in the phase space of 
an N-dimensional dynamical system representing the neural network. The time 
evolution of the network is such that the phase point always seeks out the minima in the 
energy function E and comes to rest at these minima. Exactly which minimum (stable) 




U i 二 g - l ( V i ) 
“ dVi dt = g ( i) "dT 
dVi Ui r 
E T i j V j - ^ + I i Ci，g-l(Vi) -1 
• 1 J 
dVi U. 
for—= 0 'g-l (Vi) ？£ Oand Tjj = 0 
• 1 
J 
g - 1 ( V i ) 
. . . E Tij Vj + R. + Tii Vi + li = 0 for i = 1,2,.. N 
• , • 1 
J ^ i 
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=> N equations in N unknown and the Vj value which is the equilibrium point is 
depend on l{, which is the matching result in our model.In addition, the number of 
equilibrium points( stable) is also depends on the function g (Vj), which is in our model 
a nonlinear one. 
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